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Utilization

other = theory
Past Outages

- HPSS outage half day 5/15/13
- PDSF1 upgraded to new image 5/9/13
Planned Outages

• Today upgrade to new kernel and GPFS
  – A few users who are willing to be early testers would be nice. We can send you an email when it’s ready to be tested
Other Topics from PDSF Staff

• Dot file migration
  – Plan to push this once we know the upgrade went okay
  – Instructions on PDSF web page
  – Please give it a try and open a ticket if you encounter any problems

• Test jobs
  – Would like short test jobs we can run to check system

• Cleaning out module files
  – Identify all old and unused modules
  – I’ll send around the list of modules that will be pruned
  – If no objections after 1 week, move these to “old” directory
  – After ~1 month, remove “old” directory
Topics from the Users

• General wish to be able to search tickets
  – Working on default “share with repo”
  – Possibility of doing this retroactively, if the group PI sends an email (to me) requesting this

• Want better access to job accounting
  – In progress, working on making PDSF specific databases more accessible

• Other Issues?